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life is why^

The Institute
for Precision Cardiovascular Medicine"

Overview
A historic shift in scientific research and medicalcare is redefining the role individuals play and improving
patient outcomes. Precision medicine treats and prevents disease by taking into account an individual's genes,
environment and lifestyle to create better-targeted, safer and more effective solutions, The American Heart
Association lnstitute for Precision Cardiovascular Medicine is the only organization dedicated exclusively to
advancing precision medicine in cardiovascular care.

Vision
Preserve and prolong health by more precisely predicting, preventing and troating cardiovascular diseases

and stroke,

Milestones

Flecruit

Unlockl
integrate
data

patients to
donate data
and drive
research

shtft in
treating
patient
symptoms:
to treating
the drivers of
disease

Preserve and
prolong health
in partnership
with patients

Strategic Focus
Archrtect more precise scientific discoveries for better prevention and treatment of cardiovascular diseases and
stroke through individual empowerment, integrated knowledge, data analysis and practicaltranslation.

Near-Term Obiectives

.

We will empower more than 25,000 patients to drive scientific research.

r

VlSa

.

We willfund $200M in state-olthe-art, life-saving precision cardiovascular medicine research.

wll{ikrcrato 75CI,800 recards{c{ the sc*ence conrnr;,nity to accdexatadimoier.hs-

Elirninate cardiovascu lar diseases

Fuel new ideas, collaborations

and stioke * including associated
risk and suffering - in the family
and future generations.

and solutions with access to
more integratbd data and
state-of-the:art technologY,,

@201
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'

lmprove effectiveness
and efficiencies
in cleveloprng more preclse
cardiovascular therapies.
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lmpact Strategies

.

Gonvening Experts
Bring together thought leaders and interdisciplinary experts within academic institutions, companies,
healthcare systems and government to collaborate on how to further the development of precision
cardiorasc\4ar rnediclre a-ld, kno*{edge +r,*e,gration.

.

Empowering lndividuals
Engage individuals of all ages who are passionate about owning their personal health to proactively donate
their data and participate in a program created to put patients in the driver's seat. This data colleciion will
impact research findings that will shape the future of precision cardiovascular medicine. The lnstitute has
dedicated resources to the recruitment and retention of volunteers for this new program.

o Equl{qping Besaar'e}rcrs

Establish an online platform that collecis, analyzes and predicts health and outcomes. This platform will
enable the researchers to integrate data, collaborate and accelerate discoveries.

.

Training Problem Solvers
Provide formal training for the research community on harnessing the power of technology to recognize
trends in research data. These researchers will in turn prepare the next generation of problem-solvers to

devdop this ski[.

. Fueling Discoveries
Fund scientific researchers to address challenging and difficult questions that are essential io better
understand cardiovascular health.

.

Translating Discoveries
lmprove clinical practice by changing the current process of guideline dissemination in order to deliver all
lnfu rmation to ciiniclans and patients.

Equip

